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Population projection is important to policy making, and only with accurate

population projection can the government achieve suitable policy planning and

improve the welfare of the society. The most popular and well-known population

projection method is the Cohort Component method, proposed since 1930’s. The

trends of future fertility, mortality and migration are required, in order to apply the

cohort component method. Currently in Taiwan, these trends are determined

according to experts’ opinions (or scenario projection) and three future scenarios are

assumed: high, median and low scenarios. One of the drawbacks in applying

experts’ opinions is that the projection results of these three scenarios do not have the

meaning in probability.

To modify the expert’ opinions and let the projection results carry the meaning in

probability, many demographic researchers have developed stochastic projection

methods. The proposed stochastic methods can be categorized into three groups:

stochastic forecast, random scenario and ex post methods. In this study, we

introduce these stochastic methods and evaluate the possibility of applying the

methods in projecting the population in Taiwan.

In this study we use block bootstrap, a computer simulation and stochastic

forecast method, to determine the trends of future fertility, mortality and migration in

Taiwan, and combine it with the cohort component method for population projection

in Taiwan. We compare the projection results with those from the Council for

Economic Planning and Development (a scenario projection). We found that the

block bootstrap is a possible alternative to the scenario projection in population

projection, and the numbers of migration is small but have a non-ignorable influence

on the future population. However, we also found that the block bootstrap alone

might not be appropriate for population projection in small areas.
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